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Who is the Independent Traveler?



Special Considerations – Female & LGBTQ Travelers



Duty of Care & Travel Policies



Roles & Expectations – Traveler & University



Breakout Activity – Designing a Program
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Who Is the Independent Traveler?


What types of trips?



How much experience do they have?



What support do they have?
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Who Is the Independent Traveler?


Travel Experience Varies

◦ Undergrad on 1st trip abroad
◦ Grad student going to home country
◦ And everything in between



Travel Purpose Varies

◦ Study, research, internships, meetings,
conferences, etc.



In-Country Support Varies

◦ Local colleagues or institutional staff
◦ Home-stay families
◦ Hired translators, guides, drivers, etc.

Uxmal, Mexico; 2013
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Group Travelers vs. Independent Travelers
◦ Group travelers

 Faculty leader or other in charge
 Able to move in pairs/groups for
added safety
 Involved in study abroad
programming, planned activities
 Emergency plans and resources
identified by program organizers

◦ Independent travelers

 May be isolated, rely on personal
contacts
 Involved in exchange programs
or grad research
 Extra responsibility for own safety

Athens, Greece; 2012
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Why Focus on Independent Travelers?


Risk mitigation and emergency response plans
often differ for independent vs. group travel
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Medical -minor illness, emergency treatment
Safety -missing traveler, accident, natural disaster
Security -crime, terrorism, civil unrest
Logistical -missed flights, transportation issues
Legal -immigration, lost passport, arrests
Personal -family crisis at home, relationship issues
Mental Health -culture shock, depression, meds
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Special Considerations




Some travelers face unique security
challenges abroad that can become
amplified when traveling independently
Female travelers are more likely to
experience:

◦ Sexual harassment
◦ Sexual assault
◦ Bag theft (may seem trivial on the surface
but can lead to larger issues)



LGBTQ travelers must consider local laws
and customs, which often differ from US
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Female Travel Safety


Research and understand host
country laws, customs, and
cultural norms

◦ Women’s clothing and appearance
◦ Women going out at night
◦ Women traveling unaccompanied



Consult with reliable sources for
safe modes of transportation



Be cautious when sharing travel
plans or itinerary with strangers



Always be aware of surroundings

Chanda Mukulu, Zambia; 2016
(Don’t show those legs!)
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Did You Know?


73 countries have laws against
homosexual activity
◦ Includes 59% of Africa nations
◦ Includes 46% of Asia nations





Only 17% of countries have
legalized same-sex marriage

Jerusalem Pride Celebration; 2015

52% of countries worldwide
have no laws protecting LGBTQ
people from discrimination
(Source: www.equaldex.com)
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Duty of Care


Definition

◦ The moral and legal responsibility “to exercise reasonable
care in minimizing reasonably foreseeable risks of harm…”1



When Does the Duty Apply?

◦ Legal analysis is complex – based on university’s knowledge,
control, and voluntarily assumed responsibilities
◦ Reputational analysis is simpler – ask what students, parents,
and the public will expect



How is Duty Fulfilled for Solo Travelers?

◦ Information, services and oversight
◦ Dilemma: help vs. creating responsibilities that can’t be met
1

K.M. Burch, “Going Global”, 36 Journal of College and University Law 455 (2010).
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When Are They Ours?


Undergraduate “Beth” in Bogotá
◦ Researching human rights abuses
during the narco wars



Pre-med student “Scott” in Spain
◦ Summer hospital internship, run by
an internship provider



What do we need to know to
decide if duty of care applies?
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‘University-Sponsored Travel’


Who?



What?

◦ Typically students and employees

◦ Non-personal travel
◦ May exclude student orgs
 When? (some common factors)
◦ Funded / sponsored
◦ Planned / administered / organized
◦ For credit
◦ University business / university-related
◦ Authorized / auspices
◦ Advised
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How to Fulfill Duty – Without Increasing It


Information & Prep
◦
◦
◦
◦



Pre-travel orientation
Risk assessment
Emergency planning
Email alerts

Services

◦ Travel tracking
◦ Insurance
◦ Evacuation & response



Oversight

◦ Pre-travel review
◦ Enforced prep or use of services
◦ Incident reporting

Share very broadly



Low incremental cost
No implication of control

Provision based on resources
and risk tolerance


Are you more concerned about
reputational or legal risk?

Assert only when legal duty
already exists
★ Above all, be consistent
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Reasonable Expectations Go Both Ways


The university can make tools available, but can’t force a
traveler to be safe



Solo travelers also have responsibility for their own safety
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Traveler’s Role vs. University Role?


“Beth” in Bogotá

◦ Short research trip with travel grant, staying in AirBnB



“Hope” in Bogotá

◦ Staying with Beth, and she’ll do some research as long as she’s there



“Mia” in the rainforest

◦ Summer dissertation research (no funding), staying with friends and relatives



What is each student’s responsibility before traveling?



What is your responsibility, as the university’s point-person?



What is the policy or practice that guides you?



Which of these travelers are covered under your policy?
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Risk Assessment & Emergency Plans


Traveler role

◦ Review available info
◦ Plan appropriately
◦ Stay within the realm of
manageability



University role

◦ Make tools and training available
◦ Teach students to actively take
control
◦ Scrutinize high-risk travel
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Travel Tracking


Traveler role
◦ Register itineraries
◦ Keep updated to stay findable



University role
◦ Provide a registration system or
process
 Multiple destinations
 Stays, transport, comms, contacts

◦ Be clear about what response
travelers can expect
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Insurance & Emergency Evacuation


Traveler role
◦ Maintain adequate insurance
 Traveler-purchased, university-provided, or
included in program fee?

◦ Comply with evacuation orders


University role
◦ Make insurance available and affordable
 University policy mandatory or preferred?

◦ Have a 24/7 assistance provider
 At university cost
 For medical expenses, consider how provider
and insurance work together (or don’t)
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Incident Reporting


Traveler role
◦ Report incidents, to help
university comply with
requirements
◦ Responsibility to fellow students



University role
◦ Provide a format
◦ Make it easy to do
◦ Review reports, and alert when
appropriate
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Breakout Activity


“Beth” in Bogotá

◦ Short research trip with travel grant, staying in AirBnB



“Hope” in Bogotá

◦ Staying with Beth, and she’ll do some research as long as she’s there



“Mia” in the rainforest

◦ Summer dissertation research (no funding), staying with friends and relatives



A massive earthquake hits, and Bogotá is particularly hard hit. The State
Dept advises US citizens to defer all travel to Colombia. Your assistance
provider authorizes an evacuation, but initially from Bogotá only, and
requests updated addresses and contact info for covered travelers.



What challenges will you face supporting these travelers?



How will you communicate with these travelers?



What are the first three things you will do?
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Lessons Learned
What are your primary takeaways?


Which solo travelers do you cover today?
◦ Can you reach agreement at your table?



What practices do you need for solo travelers?
◦ Which are already in place?



What are some challenges in supporting solo travelers?
◦ Looking at our list, are there special challenges for particular traveler types?



How can you communicate with solo travelers?
◦ How do you reach different types, before and during trips?
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Thank you-

Please see handout for additional resources.
•
•
•
•
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